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Stephanie Perry Becomes P&F’s
Managing Partner, Succeeding Nancy Fax

N. Alfred Pasternak

Stephanie Perry became the firm’s managing

Stephanie Perry

partner in June, following the death of Nancy

James D. Saintvil

Fax. Stephanie joined Pasternak & Fidis in 2010,
after practicing law for six years in Atlanta, and

Christina K. Scopin

immediately proved herself an invaluable addition

Micah G. Snitzer

to the firm’s estates and trusts department. Eight

Adam P. Swaim

years later, with all in agreement that she had
the right skills to step into the job, her colleagues

DIVORCE AND
FAMILY LAW

unanimously elected her as Nancy’s successor.
Nancy joined the firm as a partner in 2001 and

Eric P. Bacaj

succeeded Marcia Fidis as managing partner in

Morriah H. Horani

2004, a post which Marcia had filled for 18 years. Several years ago, Nancy, thinking

Linda J. Ravdin

ahead to a day when she would step down, identified Stephanie as the best person to

Vicki Viramontes-LaFree

succeed her. The partners agreed. Stephanie began to work with Nancy to plan for

Anne (Jan) White

the succession.
The succession plan had been to allow Stephanie several years to work with Nancy so
as to be ready when the time was right for Nancy to turn over the job to her. Stephanie
did not expect she would be called upon to step into Nancy’s role so soon, and without

Linda J. Ravdin, Editor
PASTERNAK & FIDIS, P.C.
7735 Old Georgetown Road

Nancy’s continued availability for consult, but circumstances afforded no time for an
unhurried transition. This was a field commission, and Stephanie stepped up to the
challenge without hesitating.
This decision to designate a successor to Nancy well in advance was part of a larger
plan to nurture a new generation of firm leaders with the goal of ensuring that the firm

Suite 1100

would continue to thrive. Stephanie’s vision for the firm’s future is all about continuity:

Bethesda, Maryland 20814

continuing the tradition of excellent client service; continuing to focus on serving

T 301.656.8850
F 301.656.3053
www.pasternakfidis.com

individuals and families; and continuing the seamless coordination of the firm’s Estates
and Trusts Group with the complementary practice of the firm’s Divorce and Family
Law Group. She does not envision making major changes. Rather, she hopes to be a
steward of a natural transition of leadership to the firm’s younger partners.
In concert with planning for succession of firm management, planning for succession
of the firm’s estates and trusts client work has been underway for many years. That
planning required the senior lawyers—Nancy, Marcia, and Al—to train and mentor
younger lawyers and give them the opportunity to take on increasingly sophisticated
work for the firm’s clients, ensuring that they became familiar with the clients, their
family structures, their assets, and their estate plans. Clients do not relish the thought
that they may outlive their estate lawyers’ careers, and Nancy would often be asked
by clients about the plan for their files if she were to retire; she routinely reassured
them that the firm has a deep bench of excellent estates and trusts lawyers, at
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Seasoned Trial Lawyer Eric P. Bacaj Joins Pasternak & Fidis
In June 2018, Eric P. Bacaj

Child Abuse and Sex Crimes Bureau, he worked with child

joined the firm as an

victims through one of the most traumatic times of their

associate after eight years

lives. A key experience was learning to interview the child-

as a criminal prosecutor:

witness. These were often multi-disciplinary interviews with

almost four years in the

a representative from a hospital, a social service agency, and

Bronx District Attorney’s

law enforcement.

Office and four years as

After several years, Eric took an opportunity to move to the

an Assistant United States

U.S. Attorney’s Office in Charleston, West Virginia, where he

Attorney in Charleston,

prosecuted individuals and companies for white-collar crimes,

West Virginia. As a former

such as violations of the Clean Water Act and the Bank Secrecy

prosecutor he brings a

Act. During his time there, he helped prosecute several high-

wealth of courtroom experience to his new position with the

profile cases, including a company responsible for a chemical

firm’s Divorce and Family Law Group.

spill, a doctor who ran a large-scale pill mill, and a financial

With nearly all of his extended family in the DC area, joining

institution that violated the Bank Secrecy Act.

Pasternak & Fidis was a homecoming for Eric. At Denison

Going from state to federal court was a culture shock. In his

University, in Granville, Ohio, he got an undergraduate degree

first motion hearing, where he had to defend the seizure of

in Political Science. In his second year, he took a course on

assets related to an environmental crime, Eric’s opposing

the Supreme Court from Susan Gellman, a civil rights lawyer,

counsel was a former U.S. Attorney, the judge was a former

who taught it as a typical law school course, with a law school

U.S. Attorney, another member of the defense team was

casebook and the Socratic method, requiring students to make

a retired judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth

legal arguments and challenging their arguments, the way a

Circuit, and his boss, the sitting U.S. Attorney, was in the

judge does in the real world. Eric loved this experience. As

audience. The courtroom was full of spectators, including

a result, he helped start a moot court team, participating in

a national environmental reporter and other members of

competitions against other undergraduate teams in making

the press. There were several million dollars at stake. Two

oral arguments to a panel of judges. Law school was the next

corporate officers ultimately went to jail.

logical step.

In one of his last matters at the U.S. Attorney’s Office, Eric was

He got his law degree in 2010 from Catholic University. He

deeply involved in an investigation resulting in the indictment

considered other law schools but took a good piece of advice

of a sitting justice of the Supreme Court of Appeals of West

and decided to go to school where he wanted to live. In law

Virginia for fraud, lying to the FBI, and misappropriating a

school, he took every opportunity to get legal experience,

historic desk belonging to the court.

especially in the courtroom. As a third-year law student, he
was a law clerk in the Montgomery County State’s Attorney’s
Office where he tried non-jury cases, such as driving under
the influence and misdemeanor drug possession, under the
supervision of a lawyer. In misdemeanor court, the prosecutor
is given a stack of files of cases set for trial that day. He must
review the police reports, interview the arresting officers and
witnesses in the hallway, negotiate guilty pleas with defense
lawyers, and try the cases of defendants who choose to go to
trial. Over his five-month stint, Eric tried 10 to 20 cases, once
trying three cases in a single day.

When Eric is not at work, he is at home with his wife Becca
and their two sons, Hudson, four, and Sawyer, two. A girl is
due in October. Eric loves sports, especially the Nats, music,
playing the guitar, listening to the Beatles and the Avett
Brothers, running, skiing, fly fishing, and being outdoors.
Though only four and two, the boys have already gone on
hikes with Eric and Becca in the New River Gorge and have
ridden the miniature train at Cabin John Park countless times.
Eric and Becca enjoy wine tasting, especially when coupled
with travel, such as to Napa Valley, where they honeymooned,
and to upstate New York. They also love musical theatre; a

After law school, Eric joined the Bronx D.A.’s office. From day

favorite is Gypsy.

one, he was in the courtroom—for arraignments, calendar

The move from Assistant U.S. Attorney to family law is

calls, and motions hearings. He spent a significant amount of
time interviewing witnesses to draft criminal complaints and
to prepare them to testify. After 10 months in misdemeanors,
Eric was recruited to prosecute sex crimes against children.
He thought it over for several weeks before deciding to take
on this very difficult challenge. During his three years in the

somewhat unusual, but for Eric it seemed like a natural
decision. He chose family law because he wanted to use
his trial experience to represent individuals with problems
he could help solve. The skills he honed in criminal court
are transferable, such as interviewing and fact-gathering,
preparation of witnesses, organizing exhibits, and putting
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Remembering Nancy G. Fax
On June 4, 2018, we lost our

of wealth, during life and after death, and to assist her clients to

partner, friend and mentor,

preserve their important relationships as they did so.

Nancy Fax. Nancy’s family

On June 26, Nancy’s family held a memorial gathering for her

lost a mother, companion,
daughter, aunt, sister,
advisor, and friend. Nancy
died less than a month
after being diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer. She
faced death the way she
faced everything—with
calm and grace. She told her law partners, after sharing the
news of her diagnosis, “I’ve had a really great life. I only wish I
could have another 30 years.”

many friends and colleagues at the Spanish Ballroom at Glen
Echo Park. Nancy would have approved of the venue. There was
a reception afterwards and Nancy also would have approved of
that. One theme that was woven through all the remarks was
Nancy’s love of good food, how important it was to her that food
be fresh and healthful, how she loved to cook for others, and how
she loved to bring people together, often around food. Nancy
liked to organize hikes, picnics, ski trips, boating trips, and all
sorts of activities for her family; but she also liked to organize
group activities for the lawyers and staff of our firm, and there
were many over the years. Our memories of coming together

Nancy would have celebrated her 65th birthday on August 13.

with Nancy have been a tremendous source of peace.

Working as she did from her home in Maine for the last few

Nancy was a teacher and a mentor to others. She gave of her

summers, Nancy would have enjoyed an early sunrise followed
by an invigorating workout, as she did every day, taking care of
herself as she prepared for a day of taking care of her clients.
Even at her vacation home, Nancy busily and thoughtfully
addressed all of her clients’ concerns as if she were at her desk
in Bethesda. Nancy had a distinguished 40-year career as an
estates and trusts lawyer. She was recognized by her peers as
an expert in her field and was known to her clients as a trusted
advisor. Estate planning and estate administration deal with
the transfer of wealth—among family members as well as to
charities. But Nancy understood that her work was about much
more; it was also about the relationships within the family and
with the community in which her clients lived. She understood
her job was to help her clients plan for the giving and receiving

time to train younger lawyers and to open doors for them to
achieve professional success and recognition. She encouraged
others and celebrated their successes. She left a tremendous
legacy of well-trained younger lawyers and staff.
Nancy cared about her friends, her family, her clients and
her colleagues. But she also cared about the community in
which she lived. She was a philanthropist and she encouraged
philanthropy in others. She believed giving to others was
a joyful experience. She served on the boards of several
nonprofits, including Levine Music and the Greater Washington
Community Foundation, and she enthusiastically contributed to
these and other worthy organizations.
Nancy will be missed by all who knew her and many who
did not.

Stephanie Perry Becomes P & F’s Managing Partner, Succeeding Nancy Fax
CONTINUED FROM COVER

every career stage, to ensure continued

in the field of trusts and estates. Election

Group (an office she held previously,

service to clients notwithstanding the

to ACTEC was a high honor for both

until the birth of her youngest child five

retirement or death of any member of

Stephanie and Anne, and both credit

years ago). Adam Swaim, who returned

the team.

Nancy’s mentoring, in part, for helping

to the firm in 2017 after four years at

Stephanie, like Anne Coventry before

them to achieve this goal. Nancy was

the Human Rights Campaign, recently

instrumental in placing the firm’s

became a partner in the firm. With the

younger attorneys on a path to advance

help of three treasured associates and

their experience, skills, and expertise as

the continued involvement of senior

well as provide them with opportunities

partners Marcia Fidis and Al Pasternak,

to serve the profession and guidance to

Stephanie, Anne, and Adam—who

advance their professional development.

comprise Nancy’s dream team—will lead

Following Nancy’s death, Anne became

the firm’s estates and trusts practice into

the head of the firm’s Estates and Trusts

the future.

her, was elected to be a Fellow of the
American College of Trust and Estate
Counsel (ACTEC). ACTEC is a national
organization of approximately 2500
lawyers elected to membership by
demonstrating the highest level
of integrity, commitment to the
profession, competence, and experience
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Alimony Ends When the Payor Retires . . . or Does It?
BY VICKI VIRAMONTES-LAFREE
Family lawyers are increasingly hearing from divorced clients

Factors Courts Consider. Trial courts in all three jurisdictions

who are getting ready to retire or have retired and who have a

must consider several factors to determine whether an

spousal support obligation or a right to receive support under a

alimony modification is warranted. These include the parties’

court order. A court order may result from a trial or as part of

incomes, financial circumstances, age and health. In a case

a settlement agreement adopted by a court in the judgment of

where retirement is the triggering event, Virginia’s new Code

divorce. Some payors think alimony payments automatically

provision requires a court to consider:

end at retirement, or that a court will decide to terminate
payments at retirement as a matter of course, but this is not
necessarily so.
Court-ordered spousal support terminates automatically only
on the death of either party or, in Maryland and Virginia, but
not the District, upon remarriage of the recipient. When a
court orders indefinite spousal support, i.e., support without
a predetermined duration, or when parties enter into a courtadopted settlement for indefinite spousal support, a payor must
petition a court to reduce or terminate alimony.

Standard for Modification of Indefinite Alimony. In Maryland,
Virginia, and DC, a court may modify indefinite alimony if a
party proves (i) a “material change in circumstances” since the

• whether retirement was contemplated by the court when
spousal support was awarded;
• whether retirement is mandatory or voluntary;
• whether the retirement would result in a change in each
party’s income;
• the age and health of the parties;
• the duration and amount of spousal support already
paid; and
• the assets or property interests of each of the parties
during the period from the date of the support order to
the date of the hearing on modification or termination.

award and (ii) that a modification is justified. The trial judge has

Effect of the Payor’s Retirement. When a payor retires, his or

broad discretion to decide whether a change in circumstances,

her income may be significantly reduced. If the payor reaches

such as retirement, is material and whether it warrants a

full retirement age, or retires involuntarily, such as for medical

modification of alimony. When a payor files a petition, unless

reasons or being forced out of a job, then a court may consider it

the parties settle, each will incur substantial legal fees for

reasonable to reduce or terminate spousal support. A court may

an uncertain outcome. From the perspective of a payor, the

not find it reasonable for a payor to voluntarily retire before age

prospect of having to pay alimony after retirement may be

65 and expect to get a reduction. As noted above, a court must

shocking, especially when he or she will be living on retirement

weigh a variety of factors. Even if a payor’s decision to retire was

benefits that were divided with the former spouse at divorce.

reasonable, and at an appropriate age, a court may decide only to

At the same time, a former spouse who got indefinite alimony,

reduce the amount of alimony, but not terminate it.

and who never expected to be self-supporting, may be shocked

Receiving Spouse’s Circumstances. When a recipient was

to find out that support he or she has come to rely on may end,

employed at divorce or was expected to go back to work after

especially if he or she did not build up any assets after the

divorce, he or she may also be at a normal retirement age, or

divorce to create additional income.

close to it, when the payor retires. Like the payor, a recipient’s

Virginia’s New Code Provision. In Maryland and DC, there

income may also be significantly reduced at retirement. A

are no statutes that specifically address modification after

court must weigh each party’s circumstances to determine the

retirement. As of July 1, 2018, the Virginia Legislature has

reasonableness of the request, including what retirement benefits

weighed in and this may herald similar statutory amendments

each party will have.

elsewhere. New Section 20-109 (E) of the Virginia Code

Planning for Retirement in Negotiating Divorce

provides that a payor who reaches “full retirement age” shall be

Settlements. To avoid having to return to court, in cases

considered to have a material change in circumstances. “Full

calling for alimony, it is best to deal with retirement and the

retirement age” is the normal retirement age when a person is

specifics of a future modification after retirement in a settlement

eligible to receive full Social Security retirement benefits.

agreement. Both parties will then have a predictable outcome

Normal Retirement Age. An individual can start receiving

when the payor retires. Parties can consider:

Social Security benefits as early as age 62 or as late as age 70.

• Termination events. These generally will include death of

Normal retirement age under Social Security is no longer 65;

either party, and remarriage of the recipient, and can also

rather it is between 66 and 67 depending on date of birth. For

include retirement of the payor, cohabitation of the payee

example, if you were born between 1943 and 1954, normal

in a marriage-type relationship, and completion of a set

retirement age is 66.

duration of payments.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Changing Irrevocable Trusts

Such provisions build flexibility into the trust’s terms, making

BY ANNE W. COVENTRY

twenty, eighty, or more years in the future when law changes,

When is a door not a door? (Answer: When it is ajar.)
When is an irrevocable trust not irrevocable? Answer:
Pretty much all the time. That is, perhaps the irrevocable
trust cannot be revoked per se but, with a little creative
thinking and cooperation, it may be possible to modify,
decant, or terminate an irrevocable trust. This is not
the kind of news that makes headlines (except in our
newsletter), but great changes are afoot in trust planning.

it less likely that court involvement will be necessary ten,
beneficiary circumstances, or anything else may create
unexpected problems that cannot be resolved without a court.
If the trust’s terms are inflexible, state law may provide
needed flexibility; the state’s trust code may allow for certain
changes to be made if all relevant persons are in agreement
and the court blesses the proposed changes—and it may even
allow for such changes to be made without going to court.
Many jurisdictions that have enacted the Uniform Trust Code
(including DC, MD, and VA) permit non-judicial settlement

In the past 18 years, more than 30 jurisdictions (including

agreements to modify or terminate otherwise irrevocable

DC, MD, and VA) have enacted a version of the Uniform

trusts as long as (i) the relevant cast of characters agrees to

Trust Code, shifting trust law away from arcane rules

it and (ii) the changes do not violate a material purpose of

buried in old court decisions and into the modern era.

the trust. In determining the relevant cast of characters—

Many jurisdictions (again including DC, MD, and VA) have

those persons whose OK is needed for the agreement to take

also revised laws that used to prohibit extremely long-term

effect—many state laws (including DC, MD, and VA) now allow

trusts, making it possible to create irrevocable trusts that

for virtual representation. This means that it may not be

last indefinitely—perpetual or “dynasty” trusts. None of

necessary to get Beneficiary Betty herself to sign off on the

these changes has given estate planners a reliable crystal

deal if someone else can sign off and bind Beneficiary Betty

ball, however, so one innovation of modern trust law is

to the deal in doing so. Typically, the virtual representation

flexibility for irrevocable trusts.

rules allow for a parent or other ancestor to agree on behalf of

Often, estate planners will draft for flexibility. With few
exceptions, the terms of a trust supersede any contrary
provisions of a state’s trust code, so the best place to
make a trust flexible is at the drafting stage, in the trust’s
language itself. There you may find provisions that:
• Make it easy to add or change trustees;
• Give the beneficiary the power to direct where the
remaining trust assets should go at her death;
• Give the trustee broad discretion to distribute income and

a minor or unborn beneficiary, allow one beneficiary to agree
on behalf of another beneficiary whose interest in the trust
is substantially identical, and persons with special powers
over the trust to agree on behalf of contingent beneficiaries
or others whose interests could be defeated by the exercise
of such powers. State laws differ in the logistical details, but
in some situations it may be possible for the trust’s settlor to
designate someone to have authority to represent and bind a
beneficiary with regard to trust matters, including with respect
to non-judicial settlement agreements.

principal to and among members of a class of beneficiaries

If the state law governing administration of the trust is not

(and/or to withhold distributions to a beneficiary for

sufficiently favorable to allow for the desired changes, the state

any number of reasons), perhaps even to the point of

law may nevertheless allow the trustees to shift the trust’s situs

terminating the trust;

to a new jurisdiction, where the laws are more favorable.

• Authorize trustees, individual beneficiaries, or third parties
to select charities to receive distributions;
• Give trustees or a trust protector the power to amend some
of the trust’s terms (often to make administration less
burdensome or to save taxes);
• Give trustees the power to move the trust to another
jurisdiction to take advantage of more favorable laws;
• Allow the beneficiary to decide whether to withdraw assets
from the trust or leave them in place;
• Give the trustee the power to confer upon a beneficiary
more expansive control over her own trust; or
• Give the trustee the power to decant the trust (see below).

Virginia, like a number of other states, permits trust
“decanting.” This is the term used to describe a trustee’s
act of “pouring” assets of one trust into a new trust—
presumably, a trust with more favorable terms. Decanting
can be a simple and effective tool for changing administrative
or ministerial provisions or achieving better tax-efficiency.
Changing beneficial interests—within limits—is also possible
via decanting, but state rules vary a great deal as to the
prerequisites for decanting and how far from the original trust’s
terms the new trust may legitimately stray. The restrictions
tend to focus on protecting the trust’s material purposes and
beneficiaries’ interests; even if the original trust’s place of
administration is a state that permits decanting, it may be
necessary to move the trust to a decanting-friendlier jurisdiction

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Opinion: Electronic Wills? Maybe, But Not Like This
BY ANNE W. COVENTRY
B22-0169, the Electronic Signature Authorization Act of

ease-of-use against consumer protection concerns and

2017, is pending before the DC Council, and it is dreadful.

the risk of elder financial abuse. They are instead the

The Uniform Law Commission (ULC), relevant sections of

product of technology companies seeking to sell DIY wills

the DC Bar, and a number of DC Fellows of the American

(advertising them via scare tactics that make intestacy

College of Trust and Estate Counsel (ACTEC) have

sound a lot more expensive than it really is for persons of

submitted, formally or informally, written opposition

limited means) without concern for the integrity of the

to the bill. We have it on good authority that this bill is

process or the document’s quality and without thinking

unlikely to pass, and we hope that is the case.

through all these traps for the unwary.

Are electronic wills coming? Of course they are. Last

As advances in medicine increasingly keep people alive

year in Australia, an unsent text message was accepted

long past the point of capacity, incidences of fraud

for probate as someone’s last will and testament.

and undue influence are already likely to increase,

(Unsent! With an emoji in it!) In July of this year, the

and advances in technology already make mischief

Michigan Court of Appeals affirmed a trial court decision

easier. B22-0169 and bills like it would exacerbate these

to accept for probate an entry saved in an app on a

problems by (among other things) dispensing with the

decedent’s smartphone. As estimable and time-honored

requirement that a will be attested by two witnesses in

as the practice of writing wills may be, we are not so

the testator’s presence. As a result, people who think

antediluvian as to think this field of human endeavor

they are saving a few thousand dollars of legal fees (and

alone is immune to technological advances. However,

avoiding the dreaded evil of intestacy) by preparing their

B22-0169 and bills like it are not the right way to bring

own DIY wills online may leave their families with tens

will execution into the modern era.

or hundreds of thousands of dollars of legal fees for will

There are many traps for the unwary with electronic wills

contests and related litigation.

(How do I revoke it? What if it was saved on my phone

The ULC has a drafting committee working on a uniform

and then I got a new phone and didn’t mean to erase

act, which includes Fellows of ACTEC, other estates

it? Which digital file is my “original” will? How will

and trusts law practitioners, law professors, and even

anyone find my attesting witnesses later when my will

representatives of the technology companies that want

is challenged if they only saw me sign it via Skype? How

to sell electronic wills. Yours truly has attended the

will anyone even know that it was really me who signed

committee meetings as a (somewhat noisy) observer.

it? Or where I really was when I signed it? What state

That committee is giving careful thought to electronic

law applies if I signed it in DC but my witnesses were in

wills and all the implications they have. We hope the

Nevada?). Any legislation on electronic wills should be

DC Council and other state legislatures considering

designed to solve more problems than it creates. B22-

electronic wills legislation will wait for the ULC work

0169 and bills like it are not the thoughtful product of

product rather than enacting rushed bills that would help

a careful balancing of the desire for expediency and

only app vendors at the expense of the public good.

Seasoned Trial Lawyer Eric P. Bacaj Joins Pasternak & Fidis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
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together a coherent courtroom presentation. From white-

material in response. To successfully resolve the case, Eric

collar crime to divorces that have complex property and

helped organize the documents and figure out what mattered

support issues is also a natural transition. Financial crimes

to the case (and what did not). The ability to organize

often involve huge mounds of documents that must be

documents—and to find and use the relevant information in

combed for useful information. For example, Eric and his

them—is a skill needed in many divorces. Eric brings his prior

team issued over a hundred subpoenas in one complicated

experience and the skills he learned to his new position as a

financial case, receiving hundreds of thousands of pages of

divorce and family lawyer with the Firm.

P&F NEWS

Alimony Ends When the
Payor Retires . . . or Does It?

Partner Morriah Horani presented at a conference
put on by the Maryland State Bar Association’s
Estate and Trust Section and Continuing Legal
Education Department entitled Fiduciary Litigation:
Contested Wills, Trusts, Inter Vivos Transfers and
Guardianships. Together with Clinical Psychiatrist
Dr. Guillermo Portillo, M.D., Morriah spoke on the
topic of “Mental Capacity: Standards, Nature and
Evaluation of Testing.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

Partner Adam Swaim participated in a panel at
Round House Theatre, discussing recent tax law
changes, legacy planning, and the benefits of
charitable giving.

• Offsets. Parties often agree to divide a pension at
divorce; they could agree that alimony will terminate
upon receipt of a pension or that the amount of support
be offset by the pension. A former spouse may also be
eligible to receive Social Security benefits which parties
could agree would reduce the amount of alimony.
Parties entering into a settlement can also build in a
disaster clause to provide for reduction if a payor has
an involuntary reduction in income, e.g., for medical
reasons, a job loss or a forced retirement.
• Lump sum cash payment or property transfer.
Parties could agree to a lump sum cash payment, or

Morriah Horani attended Cambridge Forum on
Private Wealth Litigation in Arizona earlier this year.
She joined a select group of fiduciary litigators to
discuss hot topics in estate dispute resolution.

to a transfer of an income-producing asset, such as
an IRA, over the presumed equal division of assets, in
return for a termination of support at retirement. The
recipient could use these additional assets to invest for
the future to create additional income after retirement.

Anne Coventry was named for the third year in a
row to the Chambers & Partners High Net Worth list
of Private Wealth Law Notable Practitioners in the
District of Columbia.

Bethesda Magazine recognized partners Anne
Coventry and Stephanie Perry as two of the
top estate planning attorneys in Montgomery
County. Associates Micah Snitzer and Christina
Scopin were also named Rising Stars in their field.
Congratulations to all four attorneys!

Conclusion
Alimony claims are challenging for divorcing couples and
their lawyers. They are fraught with uncertainty as there
are no objective standards to set an initial award or to
predict a likely outcome of a future claim for modification.
A trial court has wide discretion once a material change
in circumstances has been proven to decide whether to
modify or terminate alimony.
With many people facing retirement, the courts are likely
to see an increasing number of motions to modify. Just as it
is critical to plan for retirement, parties to a divorce where

Partners Anne Coventry and Linda Ravdin were
the faculty for the D.C. Bar Continuing Legal
Education program, “Premarital Agreements:
Planning for Death and Divorce.” The program
included discussion of spousal rights when parties
marry without a premarital agreement, the law of
validity, conducting the initial consultation with
the potential client, conflicts of interest and other
ethical issues, ideas for drafting and negotiating the
terms, what terms are permissible and what terms
are not, important issues to consider in the death
scenario and in the divorce scenario, and advice to
the client about handling his or her assets during
the marriage to achieve the protections afforded by
the agreement.

Linda Ravdin taught “Premarital and Postmarital
Agreements: Planning for Divorce” in New York
City. The program was part of the annual multi-day
Continuing Legal Education program, “Skills Training
for Estate Planners,” co-sponsored by the American
Bar Association and New York Law School.

support is warranted need to include in their settlement
discussions a plan for the support obligation at retirement.
Working with counsel to address these issues in settlement
is critical.

Changing Irrevocable Trusts
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

before proceeding with changes that push the envelope.
Changes made to irrevocable trusts can affect tax treatment
as well as beneficiaries’ interests, trustees’ powers and
duties, and even the rights of beneficiaries’ creditors to
reach trust assets. It is very important to seek advice from
competent trust counsel before undertaking changes that
may have unexpected repercussions, but an “irrevocable”
trust may not be as irrevocable as it appears. Our estate
and trust attorneys would be happy to assist you with any
questions you may have about irrevocable trusts.
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In June, 15 members of the extended Pasternak & Fidis family laughed
and celebrated the life of Bookkeeping Assistant Mollie Meyer’s son,
Dylan Meyer. The P&F family joined hundreds of Dylan’s friends and
family for a comedy tribute at the DC Improv comedy club. Dylan, an
up-and-coming comedic talent, died suddenly at the age of 31 in May.
Playing off his comedic strengths, Dylan was also passionate about
his day job: supporting childhood educators in making creative,
engaging learning environments at the National Association for the
Education of Young Children. One hundred percent of the proceeds
of the show including merchandise went to the Dylan Meyer Fund
at NAEYC. To date, the Dylan Meyer Creativity Fund has raised over
$16,000. To learn more about Dylan and the fund created in his honor,
visit https://www.naeyc.org/about-us/donate/dylan-meyer-fund.
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